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We are an online community for those who love English language and online typing games! Typing
Land features: - Multiple languages can be used for practice - Simple and easy layout - Learn to type

skills in order - Supports iPad, iPod Touch, iPhone and Android - 240 typing lessons - 72 fairy - 100
language - 130 mobile game play - Practice typing on the go - Types with words, numbers and many

more - Get suggestions of words and phrases - Supports GIF, PNG, JPG and PDF file upload -
Customization options: Different backgrounds, fonts and colors - Community and Leaderboard tools
for easy communication _______________________________ This app is a free basic version for practice.

If you want to use this app for lessons, you have to purchase the app for 1.29 US dollars or
equivalent in other currencies. ABOUT US: If you want to contact us, please email to [email

protected] ABOUT THIS PRODUCT Build your own castles with thousands of exciting levels, try
multiple paths and challenge your strategy knowledge! Can you collect all gems on each level and
become the world champion? The challenging Castle Builder is back on your iPhone and iPad! Meet

the newest addition to the Castle Builder universe: The FLOWER BUILDER! More than 250,000 people
worldwide have downloaded the FLOWER BUILDER! An epic adventure awaits you as you wander
through beautiful gardens of colorful flowers, crazy mushrooms and fruit trees. Flower Builder lets
you build your own castle, park or flower gardens at home. It is the first casual game with a cute
story, in which you have to help the little fairy flower to find her way back home. You can build

landscapes with many diverse objects. Challenge yourself with more than 3,000 levels to see if you
can get to the top of the world! Key Features: • Play more than 3,000 levels! • 12 unique scenes •
New Flower Discoveries! • Simple game interface • Supports landscape in portrait and landscape
mode! _______________________________ This game is available in German, Polish, Spanish, French,
Italian, Russian, Dutch, Brazilian Portuguese, Swedish, Danish, Norwegian, Finnish, Turkish and

Turkish. » Since May 23, 2015 ESL Typing Clone Pro - Typing practice 100% ESL Typing Clone Pro is a
perfect typing practice game for you

Super Lucky's Tale: Gilly Island Features Key:
The Swindle Game Key is the first blockchain card based game. We built the game from the ground

up trying to bring the most accessibility to players.
A card is generated from a card software that is baked onto the blockchain. Players can play our
game on any 'Wallet' like card that they can purchase from one of the established VGC vendors.
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We are not a separate blockchain-based coin. We do not mine additional coins and are not as
vulnerable to the vast majority of blockchain based scams. Our tokens are created directly from the

utility of our game.

What We Pay You To Coin:

If you want to play our game on the first blockchain card generator game, you must send 20/252 ( 0.7% ) of
your generated coins to the exchange that we provide. We have options for exchanges that cannot be
hacked or hacked coins. You can guarantee that you'll never lose coins because your cards are on a secure
and always online server. Based on your available coins we pay you via the API, and the exchange you
specify. Some of the exchanges allow you to back your coins up on wallets like coinomi (Coinomi ) and may
let you do this so you can be sure your coins are safe.

Note: this is a scam and should not be advertised to others: 

Keep on reading...

Who We Are

We really are still just one guy. My name is Andrew Wang and the business is called Block Exchange. 

I created the app and have been developing games for a long time since my early days of the App Store in
2013. So I know the business and know where the people are who are taking this kind of chance. I'm not
mad at the opportunity. 

I'm not going to make you some rich here or promise you to make a bunch of money. I work because I want
to do this. It's why I work so hard on design, on graphics, on engineering and on the business.
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